We consider the learning of algorithmic tasks by mere observation of input-output pairs. Rather than studying this as a black-box discrete regression problem with no assumption whatsoever on the input-output mapping, we concentrate on tasks that are amenable to the principle of divide and conquer, and study what are its implications in terms of learning.
Introduction
Algorithmic tasks can be described as discrete input-output mappings defined over variablesized inputs, but this "black-box" vision hides all the fundamental questions that explain how the task can be optimally solved and generalized to arbitrary inputs. Indeed, many tasks have some degree of scale invariance or self-similarity, meaning that there is a mechanism to solve it that is somehow independent of the input size. This principle is the basis of recursive solutions and dynamic programming, and is ubiquitous in most areas of discrete 1 Figure 1 : Divide and Conquer Network. The split phase is determined by a dynamic neural network S θ that splits each incoming set into two disjoint sets: {X j+1,l , X j+1,l+1 } = S θ (X j,m ), with X j,m = X j+1,l X j+1,l+1 . The merge phase is carried out by another neural network M φ that combines two partial solutions into a solution of the coarser scale: Y j,m = M φ (Y j+1,l , Y j+1,l+1 ); see Section 3 for more details. [17, 1] and explicit external memory models [18, 13, 6, 20] . We refer the reader to [9] and references therein for a more exhaustive and detailed account of related work.
Amongst these works, we highlight some that are particularly relevant to us. Neural GPU [10] defines a neural architecture that acts convolutionally with respect to the input and is applied iteratively o(n) times, where n is the input size. It leads to fixed computational machines with total Θ(n 2 ) complexity. Neural Programmer-Interpreters [12] introduce a compositional model based on a LSTM that can learn generic programs. It is trained with full supervision using execution traces. Directly related, [3] incorporates recursion into the NPI to enhance its capacity and provide learning certificates in the setup where recursive execution traces are available for supervision. Hierarchical attention mechanisms have been explored in [1] . They improve the complexity of the model from o(n 2 ) of traditional attention to o(n log n), similarly as our models. Finally, Pointer Networks [17, 16] modify classic attention mechanisms to make them amenable to adapt to variable input-dependent outputs, and illustrate the resulting models on geometric algorithmic tasks. They belong to the Θ(n 2 ) category class.
Problem Setup

Scale Invariant Tasks
We consider tasks consisting in a mapping T between a variable-sized input set X = {x 1 , . . . , x n }, x j ∈ X into an ordered set Y = {y 1 , . . . , y m(n) }, y j ∈ Y. This setup includes problems where the output size m(n) differs from the input size n, and also problems where Y is a labeling of input elements. In particular, we will study in detail the case where Y ⊆ X (and in particular Y ⊆ X ).
As discussed earlier, we are interested in tasks that are self-similar across scales, meaning that T can be decomposed as
where both M and S = (S 1 , . . . , S s ) are independent of n. Under this assumption, the task T can thus be solved by first splitting the input into s strictly smaller subsets S j (X), solving T on each of these subsets, and then appropriately merging the corresponding outputs together. In order words, T can be solved by recursion. A particularly simple and illustrative case is the binary setup with s = 2 and S 1 (X) ∩ S 2 (X) = ∅, that we will adopt in the following for simplicity. If T is presumed to satisfy (1), we can thus attempt to learn T by learning S and M, respectively the split and merge steps. Since S and M are independent of n, one may hope for superior generalization performance than a model that is agnostic to the scale-invariance property.
Weakly Supervised Recursion
Our first goal is to learn how to perform T for any size n, by observing only input-output example pairs (X l , Y l ), l = 1 . . . L. Throughout this work, we will make the simplifying assumption of binary splitting (s = 2), although our framework extends naturally to more general versions. Given an input set X associated with output Y , we first define a split phase that breaks X into a disjoint partition tree P(X):
and X = X 1,0 X 1,1 . This partition tree is obtained by recursively applying a trainable binary split module S θ :
Here, J indicates the number of scales or depth of recursion that our model applies for a given input X, and S θ is a neural network that takes a set as input and produces a binary, disjoint partition as output. Eq. (3) thus defines a hierarchical partitioning of the input that can be visualized as a binary tree; see Figure 1 . This binary tree is data-dependent and will therefore vary for each input example, dictated by the current choice of parameters for S θ .
The second phase of the model takes as input the binary tree partition P(X) determined by the split phase and produces an estimateŶ . We traverse upwards the dynamic computation tree determined by the split phase using a second trainable block, the merge module M φ :
Here we have denoted byM the atomic block that transforms inputs at the leaves of the split tree, and M φ is a neural network that takes as input two (possibly ordered) inputs and merges them into another (possibly ordered) output. In the setup where Y ⊆ X, we further impose that
, to guarantee that the computation load does not diverge with J.
Learning from non-differentiable Rewards
Another setup we can address with (1) consists in problems where one can assign a cost (or reward) to a given partitioning of an input set. In that case, Y encodes the labels assigned to each input element. We also assume that the reward function has some form of self-similarity, in the sense that one can relate the reward associated to subsets of the input to the total reward. In that case, (3) is used to map an input X to a partition P(X), determined by the leaves of the tree {X J,k } k , that is evaluated by an external black-box returning a cost L(P(X)). For instance, one may wish to perform graph coloring satisfying a number of constraints. In that case, the cost function would assign L(P(X)) = 0 if P(X) satisfies the constraints, and L(P(X)) = |X| otherwise.
In its basic form, since P(X) belongs to a discrete space of set partitions of size superexponential in |X| and the cost is non-differentiable, optimizing L(P(X)) over the partitions of X is in general intractable. However, for tasks with some degree of self-similarity, one can expect that the combinatorial explosion can be avoided. Indeed, if the cost function L is subadditive, i.e.,
then the hierarchical splitting from (3) can be used as an efficient greedy strategy, since the right hand side acts as a surrogate upper bound that depends only on smaller sets. In our case, since the split phase is determined by a single block S θ that is recursively applied, this setup can be cast as a simple fixed-horizon (J steps) Markov Decision Process, that can be trained with standard policy gradient methods; see Section 5.
Computational Complexity as Regularization
Besides the prospect of better generalization, the recursion (1) also enables the notion of computational complexity regularization. Indeed, in tasks that are scale invariant the decomposition in terms of M and S is not unique in general. For example, in the sorting task with n input elements, one may select the largest element of the array and query the sorting task on the remaining n − 1 elements, but one can also attempt to break the input set into two subsets of similar size using a pivot, and query the sorting on each of the two subsets. Both cases reveal the scale invariance of the problem, but the latter leads to optimal computational complexity ( Θ(n log n) ) whereas the former does not (Θ(n 2 )). Therefore, in a trainable divide-and-conquer architecture, one can regularize the search for split and merge parameters by minimizing computational complexity; see Appendix A.
Neural Models for S and M
Split
The split block S θ receives as input a variable-sized set X = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and produces a binary partition X = X 0 X 1 . We encode such partition with binary labels z 1 . . . z n , z m ∈ {0, 1}, m ≤ n. These labels are sampled from probabilities p θ (z m = 1 | X) that we now describe how to parametrize. Since the model is defined over sets, we use an architecture that certifies that p θ (z m = 1 | X) are invariant by permutation of the input elements. The Set2set model [16] constructs a nonlinear set representation by cascading R layers of
with m ≤ n , r ≤ R , h
The parameters of S θ are thus θ = {B 0 , B 1,r , B 2,r , b}. In order to avoid covariate shifts given by varying input set distributions and sizes, we consider a normalization of the input that standardizes the input variables x j and feeds the mean and variance µ(X) = (µ 0 , σ) to the first layer.
Finally, the binary partition tree P(X) is constructed recursively by first computing p θ (z | X), then sampling from the corresponding distributions to obtain X = X 0 X 1 , and then applying S θ recursively on X 0 and X 1 until the partition tree leaves have size smaller than a predetermined constant, or the number of scales reaches a maximum value J. We denote the resulting distribution over tree partitions by P(X) ∼ S θ (X).
Merge
Single Merge with Pointer Network
The merge block M φ takes as input a pair of sequences Y 0 , Y 1 and produces an output sequence O. We describe first the architecture for this module, and then explain on how it is modified to perform the finest scale computationM φ . We modify a Pointer Network (PtrNet) [17] to our input-output interface as our merge block M φ . A PtrNet is an autoregressive model for tasks where the output sequence is a permutation of a subsequence of the 6 input. The model encodes each input sequence Y q = (x 1,q , . . . , x nq,q ), q = 0, 1, into a global representation e q := e q,nq , q = 0, 1, by sequentially computing e 1,q , . . . , e nq,q with an RNN. Then, another RNN decodes the output sequence with initial state d 0 = ρ(A 0 e 0 + A 1 e 1 ), as described in detail next. The trainable parameters φ regroup to the RNN encoder and decoder parameters.
Suppose first that one has a target sequence T = (t 1 . . . t S ) for the output of the merge. In that case, we use a conditional autoregressive model of the form
The conditional probability of the target given the inputs is computed by performing attention over the embeddings e q,i and interpreting the attention as a probability distribution over the input indexes:
leading to Γ = (p 1 , . . . , p S ) . The output O is expressed in terms of Γ by binarizing its entries and multiplying it by the input:
However, since we are interested in weakly supervised tasks, the target output only exists at the coarsest scale of the partition tree. We thus also consider a generative version M g φ of the merge block that uses its own predictions in order to sample an output sequence. Indeed, in that case, we replace equation (6) by
where o s is computed as o s = x arg max ps , s ≤ S. The initial merge operation at the finest scaleM is defined as the previous merge module applied to the input (X J,k , ∅). We describe next how the successive merge blocks are connected so that the whole system can be evaluated and run.
Recursive Merge over Partition Tree
Given a partition tree P(X) = {X j,k } j,k , we perform a merge operation at each node (j, k). The merge operation traverses the tree in a fine-to-coarse fashion. At the leaves of the tree, the sets
, and, while j > 0, these outputs are recursively transformed along the binary tree as Y j,k = M g φ (Y j+1,2k , Y j+1,2k+1 ) , 0 < j < J , using the auto-regressive version, until we reach the scale with available targets: 0 , Y 1,1 ) . At test-time, without ground-truth outputs, we replace the last M φ by its generative version M g φ .
Bootstrapping the Merge Partition Tree
The recursive merge defined at (4.2.2) can be viewed as a factorized attention mechanism over the input partition. Indeed, the pointer network outputs (7) include the stochastic matrix Γ = (p 1 , . . . , p S ) whose rows are the p s probability distributions over the indexes. The number of rows of this matrix is the length of the output sequence and the number of columns is the length of the input sequence. Since the merge blocks are cascaded by connecting each others outputs as inputs to the next block, given a hierarchical partition of the input P(X), the overall mapping can be written aŝ
. . .
It results that the recursive merge over the binary tree is a specific reparametrization of PtrNet. The difference is that the permutation matrix has been decomposed into a product of permutations dictated by the binary tree, indicating our belief that many routing decisions are done locally within the original set. The model is trained with maximum likelihood using the product of the non-binarized stochastic matrices. Lastly, in order to avoid singularities we need to enforce that log p s,ts is well-defined and therefore that p s,ts > 0. We thus regularize the quantization step (8) by replacing 0, 1 with 1/J , 1 − n 1/J respectively. We also found useful to binarize the stochastic matrices at fine scales when the model is close to convergence, so gradients are only sent at coarsest scale.
For simplicity, we use the notation
, where now the matricesΓ j are not binarized.
Training
This section describes how the model parameters {θ, φ} are estimated under two different learning paradigms. Given a training set of pairs {(X l , Y l )} l≤L , we consider the loss
(11) Section 4.2 explained how the merge phase M φ is akin to a structured attention mechanism. Equations (10) show that, thanks to the parameter sharing and despite the quantizations affecting the finest leaves of the tree, the gradient
is well-defined and non-zero almost everywhere. However, since the split parameters are separated from the targets through a series of discrete sampling steps, the same is not true for ∇ θ log p θ,φ (Y | X). We therefore resort to the identity used extensively in policy gradient methods. For arbitrary F defined over partitions X , and denoting by f θ (X ) the probability density of the random partition S θ (X), we have
Since the split variables at each node of the tree are conditionally independent given its parent, we can compute log f θ (P(X)) as
By plugging F (P(X)) = log p φ (Y | P(X)) we thus obtain an efficient estimation of
From (13), it is straightforward to train our model in a regime where a given partition P(X) of an input set is evaluated by a black-box system producing a reward R(P(X)). Indeed, in that case, the loss becomes
which can be minimized using (13) with F (P(X)) = R(P(X)).
Experiments
We use the same training hyperparameters for all experiments; see Appendix for details. 1 
Sorting
Sorting is a paradigmatic example for divide and conquer strategies. The three main algorithms are quicksort, mergesort and heapsort, all of them achieving the optimal Θ(n log n) running complexity and each one having their advantadges depending on the situation. We will focus our attention on the first two. Quicksort algorithm only relies on the split block by comparing all the elements to one called pivot chosen smartly in order to get balanced partitions. Mergesort, instead, only relies on the merge block by merging partial solutions. We perform three different experiments with the DCN and compare the results with the baseline PtrNet applied directly to the sequence of points; see Table 1 . We first train only the merge block and fix the split procedure to generate a balanced binary tree independent of the input values, this way we force the model to learn the mergesort algorithm. The second one, fix the merge phase at the identity and we train the split phase, thus hoping to recover quicksort. Finally, we jointly train split and merge parameters. The dataset consists of n real numbers sampled uniformly in the unit interval [0, 1]. We observe that the split phase greatly improves the performance and generalization; we attribute this to the fact that our split architecture is in the right complexity class, whereas the merge phase, despite regularization, does not operate in Θ(n log n) and suffers to generalize; this is left for future work. Table 1 : Sorting accuracy results trained with n ∈ {8, 16} and tested with n = 64.
Convex Hull
The convex hull of a set of n points X = {x 1 , . . . , x n } is defined as the extremal set of points of the convex polytope with minimum area that contains them all. The planar (2d) convex hull is a well known task in discrete geometry and the optimal algorithm complexity is achieved using divide and conquer strategies by exploiting the self-similarity of the problem. The strategy for this task consists of splitting the set of points into two disjoint subsets and solving the problem recursively for each. If the partition is balanced enough, the overall complexity of the algorithm amounts to Θ(n log n). The split phase usually takes Θ(n log n) because each node involves a median computation to make the balanced partition property hold. The merge phase can be done in linear time on the total number of points of the two recursive solutions, which scales logarithmically with the total number of points when sampled uniformly inside a polytope [4] . We test the DCN on the setting consisting of n points sampled in the unit square [0, 1] 2 ⊂ R 2 . This is the same setup as [17] . The training dataset has size sampled uniformly from 6 to 50. The training procedure is the following; we first train the baseline pointer network until convergence. Then, we initialize the DCN merge parameters with the baseline and train both split and merge blocks. We use this procedure in order to save computational time for the experiments, however, we observe convergence even when the DCN parameters are initialized from scratch. We supervise the merge block with the product of the continuous Γ matrices. For simplicity, instead of defining the depth of the tree dynamically depending on the average size of the partition, we fix it to 0 for 6-12, 1 for 12-25 and 2 for 25-50; see Figure 2 and Table 2 . Figure 2 : DCN outputs at test time for n = 50. The colors indicate the partitions at a given scale. Scales go fine-to-coarse from left to right. Left: Split has already converged using the rewards coming from the merge. It gives disjoint partitions to ease the merge work. Right: DCN with random split phase. Although the performance degrades due to the non-optimal split strategy, the model is able to output the correct convex hull for most of the cases. Table 2 : ConvHull test accuracy results with the baseline PtrNet and different setups of the DCN. The scale J has been set to 3 for n=100 and 4 for n=200. At row 2 we observe that when the split block is not trained we get worse performance than the baseline, however, the generalization error shrinks faster on the baseline. When both blocks are trained jointly, we clearly outperform the baseline. In Row 3 the split is only trained with REINFORCE, and row 4 when we add the computational regularization term (See Supplementary) enforcing shallower trees.
K-means
We tackle the task of clustering a set of n points with the DCN in the setting described in (14) . The problem consists in finding k clusters of the data with respect to the Euclidean distance. In order to make learning more relevant, we consider points in R d and use as clustering metric only a subset of the coordinates, so the model needs to learn how to project the data as well. The problem reduces to solving the following combinatorial problem over input partitions P(X):
where σ 2 i is the variance of each subset of the partition P(X) projected in a fixed subspace, and n i its cardinality. We only consider the split block for this task because the combinatorial problem is over input partitions. The dataset is constructed by sampling k points in the unit square, then sampling n/k points from gaussians of variance 0.001 centered at each of the k points, and adding 2 iid uniform coordinates. The baseline is a modified version of the split block in which instead of computing binary probabilities we compute a final softmax of dimensionality k in order to produce a labelling over the input. We compare its performance with the DCN with log k scales where we only train with the reward of the output partition at the leaves of the tree. In this case, no split regularization has been added to enforce balanced partitions; see Table 3 , and Supplementary material for extended resuts.The subadditivity property of the cost function is exploited by the hierarchical structure and makes the problem tractable by avoiding the combinatorial explosion. Table 3 : We show the k-means cost (15) after convergence both for the baseline and the DCN. The dynamic version outperforms the baseline for larger problems, thanks to better sample complexity. The expected number of samples for the baseline to receive meaningful gradients from the cost is much larger than for the DCN.
Conclusions
We have presented a novel neural architecture that can discover and exploit scale invariance in discrete algorithmic tasks, and can be trained with weak supervision. Our model learns how to split large inputs recursively, then learns how to solve each subproblem and finally how to merge partial solutions. Our experiments show that for tasks which are scale-invariant, our inductive bias leads to better generalization and computational complexity. In future work we plan to also learn the scale parameter J that decides whether to break inputs or not, so that the model can be seamlessly deployed even in tasks with little or no scale invariance, and to deploy it in planning and navigation tasks. 
D Convex Hull experiments
